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Introducing the PG CWWN 

 

 
The Postgraduate Contemporary Women's Writing Network is a 

cross-institutional, student-led network that aims to bring together 

postgraduate scholars researching contemporary women's writing in 

all of its forms. As well as today’s networking event, PG CWWN 

has already organised three successful biannual conferences. We are 

currently organising our fourth conference, focusing on feminism: 

‘The F Word in Contemporary Women’s Writing’ will take place at 

Queen’s University, Belfast, in April 2013. A copy of the call for 

papers can be found in the back of this programme. 

 

The PG CWWN is a free and thriving research community, and 

we invite all postgraduate students whose research is concerned with the work of contemporary 

women writers to get involved: bookmark our website (www.pgcwwn.org), join our Facebook 

group (on.fb.me/pgcwwnfbook) and follow us on Twitter (@pgcwwn). You can also join our 

mailing list by sending your details to info@pgcwwn.org  

 

We are in the process of making our website more interactive with our members: we encourage 

postgraduate students whose research is concerned with the work of contemporary women writers to 

contribute book reviews, calls for papers, conference reports, interviews, author features and short 

critical pieces. So if you feel you have something suitable to submit or if you would simply like to 

discuss ideas for contributions with us, please send an email to info@pgcwwn.org. We are looking 

forward to your suggestions and submissions! 

 

We thank you for joining us today and we hope that you will continue to be involved in future PG 

CWWN projects and events. 

 
The PG CWWN Steering Group 

 Claire O’Callaghan, University of Leicester  Emma Young, University of Leicester  

 Catherine McGurren, Queen’s University, Belfast  

 Alex Pryce, University of Oxford  Amy Rushton, Goldsmiths, University of London  

 

 

 
 

Women On Women: Nationwide Symposium Series 2012 

 
In 2012, the PG CWWN has organised four events at 

institutions across the country that explore themes relating 

to contemporary women’s writing and women’s 

relationships. These free events have been held in 

partnership with host institutions. 

 

Contemporary women’s writing continues to lend itself 

well to an exploration of feminist politics. Women writers express breadth and depth, through a 

variety of modes and literary forms, whether they situate women in historical settings, explore diverse 

geographical landscapes and a variety of cultural contexts, or depict unusual or non-normative female 

behaviours and relationships and exploring such images through a variety of modes and forms, 

women authors express breadth and depth to the category ‘woman’. These symposiums seek to 

examine how and in what ways contemporary female authors write women in post-1970 literature. 
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EVENT PROGRAMME 

 
10.30 – 11.00     Registration and Refreshments  

 

11.00 – 12.15     Panel Session 1: Grotesque Mothers (Room 528) 
 

I. Emily Dickinson, University of Loughborough: ‘We Are Our Secrets: Myth, Violence and 

Women in Jayne Anne Phillips’ Shelter’ 

 

II. Olga Michael, University of Manchester: ‘A Different Perspective on Female Monstrosity: 

Medusa in Lynda Barry’s Graphic Memoir What It Is’ 

 

III. Tosha Taylor, University of Loughborough: ‘The Wicked Anti-Mother: Bellatrix Lestrange 

and Female Villainy’ 

 

12.15 – 13.00     Light Lunch and Refreshments (Room 526) 

 

13.00 – 14.15     Panel Session 2: Monstrous Women I (Room 528) 

 
I. Lea Heiberg Madsen, University of Málaga: ‘‚Like something of Dr Frankenstein’s, isn’t it?‛: 

Medicine and Female Monstrosity in Neo-Victorian Fiction’    

 

II. Adele Cook, University of Bedfordshire:  ‘The changing faces of Morgana Le Fey: Merlin and 

the Femme Castratrice’ 

 

III. Fran Tomlin, University of Edinburgh: ‘Seductive She-Monsters: De Sade, Carter and Alice 

Thompson’s Justine’ 

 

14.15 – 14.30      Break 

 

14.30 – 16.00     Panel Session 3 (Panel Session 3 includes two parallel sessions) 

 

3A: Gender, Ghosts and Haunting (Room 528) 
 

I. Michelle Green, University of Leeds: '(In)Visible Romance in Sarah Waters' Affinity: Resisting 

the Heterosexual Plot' 

 

II. James Bailey, University of Sheffield: ‘The Girls She Left Behind Her: The Ghosts of Muriel 

Spark’ 

 

III. Thomas Lampon-Masters, University of Warwick: ‘‛Give him a face‛: Mythical Women and 

Shadow Men in Edwidge Danticat’s Breath, Eyes Memory’ 

 

IV. Amy Crawford, Anglia Ruskin University: ‘Negotiating with the Dead: Margaret Atwood’s 

The Penelopiad and Revisioning Odysseus as Bluebeard’ 
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3B: Monstrous Women II (Room 526) 

 
I. Nadia van der Westhuizen, University of Kingston ‘The Mask of Gorgo’ 

 

II. Elissavet Velli, Univesity of Durham: ‘Pretty Monstrous: Grotesque Transgressive Women 

and Magic in Kelly Link’s Pretty Monster’ 

 

III. Tara-Monique Etherington, University of Exeter: ‘The Japanese Girl Vampire: Addressing 

Female Sexuality and Identity in Japanese Comics’ 

 

16.00      Tea and Coffee (Room 526) 

 

16.15 – 17.15     Keynote Speaker (Room 526) 

 
Dr Becky Munford, University of Cardiff: ‘Writing in Blood and Dust: Angela Carter and Sadeian 

Gothic’ 

 

17.15 – 18.00     Wine Reception (Room 528) 

 

18.00  Close 

 

 

* 

 

 

Acknowledgements 

 

 

The Wine Reception is kindly sponsored by SPELL (Society for Postgraduates in English 

Language and Literature). SPELL is the social and academic society for postgraduates in the 

School of English at the University of Leicester. Throughout the academic year the society 

coordinates formal and informal events to bring postgraduates together and support their 

research and career development. The key event the society hosts is the Postgraduate Forum, 

a warm and collegial environment where postgraduates in the school of English can present 

on any topic to a group of their peers. We invite papers of fifteen to twenty minutes on any 

aspect of individual’s research, and a shorter format is offered to MA students if preferred. 

Occasionally the Postgraduate Forum includes faculty or career development round tables 

and looks to work with other local universities and student groups. 

 

 

We also wish to thank the School of English for their sponsorship which has allowed us to 

provide the conference packs for the event. 

 

 

*
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER 

Dr Becky Munford 

 
We’re delighted to be able to welcome Dr Becky Munford as 

the keynote speaker for our symposium event. Becky is a 

Senior Lecturer in the School of English, Communication and 

Philosophy at Cardiff University where she teaches on both the 

BA and MA in English Literature. She is the author of Third 

Wave Feminism: A Critical Exploration (2004 and 2007), that she 

co-authored with Stacey Gillis, and editor of Re-visiting Angela 

Carter: Texts, Contexts, Intertexts (2006). Carter has provided a 

particular focus for Becky’s broader interest in theories of 

theories of gender, sexuality and the politics of re-writing and 

intertextuality. But, in addition to Carter,  her research interests 

include twentieth-century women’s writing, the European 

Gothic, gender and the erotic, feminist history and theory (especially third-wave feminism 

and postfeminism), literary influence and intertextuality, neo-Victorianism.  

 

Becky’s forthcoming books include Decadent Daughters and Monstrous Mothers: Angela Carter 

and the European Gothic (with Manchester University Press) that examines the feminist 

politics of Carter’s textual engagements with a male-authored, European Gothic tradition 

from Sade to Surrealism, and Feminism and Popular Culture: Exploring the Problems with 

Postfeminism (with I.B. Tauris) with Stacy Gillis and Melanie Waters. 

 

In addition, her current research project is a cultural history of women in trousers. From Joan 

of Arc to Amelia Jenks Bloomer, Josephine Baker to Marlene Dietrich, and Colette to Coco 

Chanel, trouser-wearing women have been associated with transgressive acts of protest and 

play. Drawing on a wide range of examples (from newspapers, letters, literary texts, art and 

photography, fashion design and editorial, legislation, medical and psychoanalytic 

discourses, film and television), her current project explores the history of trouser-wearing 

women as a complex, and at times contradictory, history of regulation, revolution and 

rebellion.  She is also I working on a collection of essays on the ‘erotic gothic’ which asks 

how and why the gothic opens up (or limits) possibilities for new erotic registers.   

 

Becky is a Research Affiliate of the Centre for the Interdisciplinary Study of Sexuality and 

Gender in Europe at the University of Exeter, a former executive member of the Feminist 

and Women’s Studies Association and is a current executive member of the Contemporary 

Women’s Writing Association.  

 

For more details Becky’s research publications, please see her profile at: 

http://www.cf.ac.uk/encap/contactsandpeople/profiles/munford-becky.html 

http://www.sall.ex.ac.uk/centres/cissge/
http://www.sall.ex.ac.uk/centres/cissge/
http://www.sall.ex.ac.uk/centres/cissge/
http://www.cf.ac.uk/encap/contactsandpeople/profiles/munford-becky.html
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ABSTRACTS 

 
Panel Session 1: Grotesque Mothers 

 

Emily Dickinson, University of Loughborough: ‘We Are Our Secrets: Myth, Violence and 

Women in Jayne Anne Phillips’ Shelter’ 

 

Jayne Anne Phillips’ second novel Shelter (1994) is a coming of age narrative in which 

familial acts of violence are examined against a growing national culture of what Slavoj 

Žižek terms ‘systemic violence’. This paper aims to consider how Phillips’ presentation of 

the political and physical landscape of the American South both challenges and perpetuates 

the existing patriarchal constructs of gender during the 1960s. It will examine how the use of 

magic realism serves to repeatedly mythologize the bond between the region and its violent, 

predominately male, history and whether its inclusion mitigates the novel’s climatic acts of 

female violence. It will compare the text’s construction of the adulterous woman as 

analogous to Communism’s apparent threat to the American nation in conjunction with a 

reading of Julia Kristeva’s Strangers to Ourselves and ask whether in ‘living with the other, 

with the foreigner, confronts us with the possibility or not of being an other’.  The paper will 

further consider the relationship between mother and daughter in terms of the bond 

between first and second survivors of trauma and question whether this very 

transmissibility of trauma causes women to exist under what Marianne Hirsch terms the 

‘burden of a double reality’. 

  

 

Olga Michael, University of Manchester: ‘A Different Perspective on Female Monstrosity: 

Medusa in Lynda Barry’s Graphic Memoir What It Is’ 

 

Lynda Barry is an American cartoonist, whose graphic memoirs One Hundred Demons and 

What It Is were published in 2002 and 2009 respectively. In the narration of fragmented 

traumatic episodes from the autobiographical avatar’s life, the figure which emerges as a 

determining factor in shaping the child’s self-consciousness is that of her mother. The 

problematic mother-daughter relationship is constructed in both narratives and the 

protagonist appears to cope with her distant and violent mother by using the female monster 

of the Medusa. This paper will discuss the construction of female monstrosity and the 

function of Medusa as a coping mechanism used by Lynda during her childhood to survive 

her mother’s abuse as it is demonstrated in What It Is. Additionally, it will pay attention to 

how the combination of visual and textual elements in Barry’s book brings forth the female 

monster as a mirror image of her mother, while at the same time it introduces it as Lynda’s 

artistic alter ego. The paper will explore the implications of construction of the Medusa, 

shedding light on interpretations of the figure, which deviate from dominant Freudian 

psychoanalytic perspectives that see it as a terrifying symbol of the castration threat. 

Additionally, it will argue for a feminist revisiting and re-appropriation of the female 

monster that is also used as a means through which divisions between high and low art are 

questioned.  
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Tosha Taylor, University of Loughborough: ‘The Wicked Anti-Mother: Bellatrix Lestrange 

and Female Villainy’ 

 

Though not the central villain of the Harry Potter series, nonetheless Bellatrix Lestrange 

poses a great threat to the books’ children. Indeed, at times she seems far more dangerous 

than Voldemort himself. But where the Dark Lord’s villainy is presented as a power 

struggle, Bellatrix is largely characterized as evil through her positioning as a childless 

woman with no interest in participating in the institution of heterosexual motherhood. 

Contrasted against her sister, Narcissa, Bellatrix shows the extent of her rejection of 

motherhood, for despite the implications of her name, Narcissa endangers her own life to 

save her child from Voldemort, while Bellatrix wishes the boy to be given to Voldemort to 

do with as he sees fit. It is no coincidence that, in the final book, Bellatrix is killed by the 

series’ most prominent (living) mother figure, nor is it coincidence that Molly Weasley’s 

challenge to her is couched in the language of motherhood. 

My paper would examine Bellatrix as a rejection of what Leyla Önal, in her study of 

women in mythology and folklore, labels the ‘motherhood narrative.’ Her evil nature, I 

willargue, manifests throughout the books in which she appears as an active refusal to fulfil 

heteronormative prescriptions of wife- and motherhood. Noting her apparent mental illness, 

the violence she enacts against children, and the stark contrasts  between her and the books’ 

other mother figures, as well as J.K. Rowling’s comments on the role of motherhood in her 

work, I will explore Bellatrix’s character as the site of anxieties about childless women 

 

 

Panel 2: Monstrous Women I  

 

Lea Heiberg Madsen, University of Málaga: ‘‚Like something of Dr Frankenstein’s, isn’t 

it?‛: Medicine and Female Monstrosity in Neo-Victorian Fiction’   

 

The medical discourse pervaded all spheres of nineteenth-century culture, and came to play 

a crucial role in the Victorians’ perceptions of illness, gender and sexuality. The increasingly 

medicalised understandings of the body and mind, however, proved particularly deleterious 

for women. The distinction between complete and incomplete, or, normal and deviant 

bodies provided the backdrop for a wide range of female pathologies, and the intertextual 

workings of medicine and culture reinforced the notion of woman as monstrous. This paper 

explores the intertwined relationship between medical, cultural and literary discourses, and, 

in particular, the role of medicine in the construction of female monstrosity, suggesting that 

the translation of the medical discourse into cultural codes not only was but remains 

particularly pertinent for women. Taking Sarah Waters’s The Little Stranger (2009) and 

Belinda Starling’s The Journal of Dora Damage (2007) as examples, I discuss how the neo-

Victorian novel recalls, subverts and re-presents the Victorian female monster, while it, at 

the same time, reveals the fossilisations of the monstrous-feminine in today’s (medical and 

lay) perception of women. In other words, I aim to prove that the trope of medicine and 

female monstrosity works doubly in the novels: in their simultaneous engagement with the 

past and the present, they provide significant perspectives on the role of medicine in the 

socio-cultural understanding and regulation of women’s bodies then as well as now. In 

calling attention to the continuities of Victorian medical and ideological perceptions, I 

suggest, Waters and Starling challenge their readers to reflect upon this in a contemporary 

context—as an issue in and beyond the narrative.   
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Adele Cook, University of Bedfordshire ‘The changing faces of Morgana Le Fey: Merlin 

and the Femme Castratrice’ 

 

Morgana Le Fey is central to the tales of Camelot, as Arthur’s half-sister and rival for his 

throne. In her role as witch and seductress, she presents both facets of the femme castratrice, 

and consequently embodies the fear that patriarchal society has of women. While Morgana 

has previously been represented as the monstrous mother, what is significant about this 

representation is that her monstrosity stems from a natural sexual awakening and that she 

undergoes a transformation from passive ward to ‘vamp’. While Twitchell (1985:257) 

dismisses any female psychopath as ‘mannish’, Creed (1993:5) argues that this inherently 

contains the message that ‘femininity’ must, by definition, exclude all forms of aggression.  

Focusing on two episodes of Merlin broadcast on BBC1 in 2011, written by Lucy Watkins, 

which prominently feature the machinations of Morgana and the desire she has to remove 

power from Arthur, this paper will argue that her monstrosity is shaped by her gender and 

will focus on the significance of the fear of female sexuality among not just men, but also 

women. This desire for power and sexual dominance in a woman may be seen as femme 

castratrice, but in a male counterpart be viewed as positive attributes. While many may see it 

as empowering that strong women are much in evidence, I will argue that, as Morgana is not 

counterbalanced by any powerful women not constructed as monstrous, there is a danger 

that such representations only contribute to the patriarchal fear of women and further the 

myth that they must have their teeth removed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fran Tomlin, University of Edinburgh: ‘Seductive She-Monsters: De Sade, Carter and 

Alice Thompson’s Justine’ 

 

This paper will take as its focus Alice Thompson’s 1996 novel Justine, examining the ways in 

which the novel draws upon art, myth and the Gothic tradition to create its striking and 

arguably monstrous heroines.  Contrasting the protagonists with De Sade’s original Justine 

and Juliette, and Angela Carter’s in-depth study of both in The Sadeian Woman, the paper will 

explore how Thompson has adapted De Sade’s characters for a twentieth century context, 

before going on to query how we define a monster in the first place, and to challenge the 

way in which our ideas are twisted by preconceptions of normality and gender stereotypes.  

The paper will examine what it is about these particular women that could brand them 

‘monster’.  If Justine and Juliette respectively represent a cold inhumanity and almost an 

excess of humanity (in terms of physicality and basic instincts); does this affect the level of 

monstrosity we perceive within each of them?  Is the most compelling, monstrous aspect of 

these characters the way in which they hold up a distorted mirror to ourselves?  Beyond this, 

are these female characters in fact monstrous merely through their efforts to usurp 

traditional patriarchy?  The paper will attempt to unpick the ways in which sexuality is used 

here; in a novel about a woman narrated by a man written by a woman, not forgetting that 

Justine and Juliette were originally creatures of a male (De Sade’s) imagination, and 

ultimately querying whether a ‘monster’ can ever be anything other than man-made. 
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Panel Session 3A: Gender, Ghosts and Haunting  

 

Michelle Green, University of Leeds: '(In)Visible Romance in Sarah Waters' Affinity: 

Resisting the Heterosexual Plot' 

 

In this paper I investigate how Waters uses the romance genre in Affinity to explore the 

complex relationship between (in)visibility and lesbian identity.  In Affinity Waters presents 

several female Victorian figures rendered invisible or ‘ghostly’ through their marginal 

positions in society, such as the ‘spinster’, the medium, and the servant.  In this paper I 

explore the 'ghosting' of the ‘spinster’ protagonist Margaret Prior, and her efforts to usurp 

the story of the spiritualist medium Selina Dawes; In a queer reaction to Patricia Smith’s 

Lesbian Panic, Margaret fears losing her identity and value within the heterosexual paradigm 

and, through this, projects onto Selina a romantic narrative, casting Selina in the role of the 

romantic heroine and herself as the hero and saviour. In this paper I will reveal how both 

Margaret and Selina manipulate the discourse of romance to exploit and re-write each 

other's narratives. Using Judith Halberstam's theory of Queer Temporalities I will explore how 

Selina’s discourse of 'affinity' and spiritualism enables Margaret to express and accept her 

non-normative sexuality, with her ghostliness transformed into an empowering force. 

 In the conclusion of my paper I will discuss how the heterosexual romance discourse, 

whether consciously or unconsciously performed, is denied its authority and ‘truth’ in the 

dramatic twist of the text. Furthermore, the prevailing silence that characterises the text in its 

closure reveals how narrative itself should be interrogated as a heteronormative tool. 

In Affinity, I argue, Waters critiques queer theory assumptions that visibility is the key for 

asserting queer politics, exploring how Affinity’s ultimate lesbian silence does not necessarily 

represent a failure of lesbian affirmation; the  invisible can also be subversive.  

 

 

James Bailey, University of Sheffield: ‘The Girls She Left Behind Her: The Ghosts of 

Muriel Spark’ 

 

‘They speak in the past tense. They mock me.’ 

Muriel Spark, The Comforters 

 

Ever since her first novel, The Comforters (1957), in which the multiple, disembodied voices of 

a ‘typing ghost’ reveal to the protagonist that her present-tense existence lies within the 

predetermined plot of an author’s design, Muriel Spark has displayed a longstanding 

preoccupation with literary hauntings. Ghosts enter frequently into Spark’s story-worlds; 

predominantly female, they act as surrogate authors and agents of disruption, unsettling 

narrative temporality, authorial agency, and the boundaries of the text itself. In this paper, I 

look at the female ghost-writers who haunt the pages of Spark’s fictions - from the murdered 

young women who rewrite their violent deaths in the short stories ‘The Portobello Road’ and 

‘The Girl I Left Behind Me,’ to Elsa, the spectre who gleefully overthrows her delusional 

husband’s (Master) narrative in The Hothouse by the East River (1973). In doing so, I argue 

that Spark’s ghosts threaten and eventually precipitate the disintegration of existing fictions 

of selfhood, sanity and society. 

 Finally, I take a look at Spark’s own literary afterlife, paying attention to influence of 

her ghost-writers on the fiction of Ali Smith, a fellow Scot whose novels Hotel World (2001) 

and The Accidental (2005) are narrated in part by similarly playful ghouls. Like Spark, Smith 

uses the ludic presence of the female ghost to disturb and transgress narrative hierarchies - to 

create substance from the shadows. 
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Thomas Lampon-Masters, University of Warwick: ‘‛Give him a face‛: Mythical Women 

and Shadow Men in Edwidge Danticat’s Breath, Eyes Memory’ 

 

Danticat’s novel centres primarily on two cases of gender violence, both manifestations of 

patriarchal power within the postcolonial context. One of these is the rape of the narrator’s 

mother by an (assumed) Tonton Macoute militia in Haïti. The other is the act of the ‘testing’ 

ritual, aimed to preserve the virginity of daughter. It is my intention to read this proxy rape 

as a form of Fanonian violence, in a specifically gendered manner.  The primary myth 

underpinning the proxy rape is a Haïtian virginity cult; however, Danticat maps the 

migration of the trauma and the practise from Haïti to New York, bringing into contrast the 

structures, discourses and economies of patriarchy in both cultures.  

The result of the violence is to force the narrator into a mythologizing of femininity, 

identifying both herself and her mother with the Haïtian myth of Erzulie, a virgin, rapist of 

men, and a goddess of sex, as a method of healing. While women in the novel take on both 

mythical and individual identities, the violent manifestation of patriarchal power causes an 

exacerbation of sexual difference under which all men, even husbands and lovers, become 

subsumed by their sex. All male individuality is denied by the discourse of sexual difference 

in this particular attempted healing.  

This paper undertakes a reading of the novel as an attempt to overcome the 

mythologizing of women, and depersonalisation of men, by moving beyond the violent 

exacerbation of sexual difference, to recognise individual men and women struggling under 

patriarchy as a global system, rather than a simplistic analysis of patriarchy as the relations 

between violent oppressor and oppressed. This paper will show how Danticat seeks to go 

beyond simplistic gender binaries and beyond mythologizing to find new forms of kinship 

and love as part of the healing process from the violence of patriarchy.  

 
 
Amy Crawford, Anglia Ruskin University: ‘Negotiating with the Dead: Margaret 
Atwood's The Penelopiad and Revisioning Odysseus as Bluebeard’ 
 
The claim that, in Atwood's The Penelopiad Odysseus is characterized as a bluebeard figure 
may seem far-fetched. Certainly Atwood's portrayal of Odysseus is far from Homer's: he is 
neither particularly heroic nor does he possess the crafty charisma that woos goddesses and 
forges allies. But is he really as sinister as bluebeard? In this paper, I will argue for a reading 
of Atwood's Odysseus as a bluebeard figure. I will first discuss Atwood's use of 
intertextuality of fairy tales in her literature with particular attention to her use of the 
bluebeard/robber bridegroom/ fitcher's bird tale type. After establishing recurring features 
in her previous literature, I will examine how Atwood employs these same features in 
relation to Odysseus. I will argue that, in making this link with the Bluebeard figure, 
Atwood joins feminist revisionists in the line of Adrienne Rich who seek the survival of 
women by writing in a way with both exposes and challenges patriarchal presence in 
literature, which negotiation with a dead Homer and enables women readers to "see and 
name -- and therefore live -- afresh" (Adrienne Rich, ‘When We Dead Awaken: Writing as 
Re-Vision’ in Adrienne Rich's Poetry and Prose A Norton Critical Edition. 1971. New York: 
Norton, 1993, pp. 166-77, p. 167). 
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PANEL 3B: Monstrous Women II  

 

Nadia van der Westhuizen, University of Kingston: ‘The Mask of Gorgo’: Female Identity 

and ‘Otherness’ in Tanith Lee’s ‘The Gorgon’ 

 

The powerful and deadly Medusa has long fascinated storytellers and scholars alike. There 

are many variations of the myth but certain thematic preoccupations remain imbedded in 

each story featuring what is, arguably, the ultimate symbol of feminine beauty intertwined 

with monstrosity. However, the true heart of the tale lies in its exploration of transformation: 

Medusa is first transformed from a beautiful woman into a monster by Athena, and is later 

transformed from symbol of terror into symbol of protection and defence when her severed 

head is placed on Athena’s aegis. It is this focus on transformation that inspires Tanith Lee’s 

contemporary re-imagining of the Medusa myth. Lee’s short story ‘The Gorgon’, which won 

the World Fantasy Award in 1983, is a demonstration of just how relevant Medusa’s image 

still is, especially in considerations of contemporary ideals of female beauty, identity and 

‘Otherness’. Tanith Lee has published several revisions of fairy tales and myths, most of 

which endeavour to challenge gender ‘norms’ and stereotypical representations of women. 

By combining classic mythological elements with gothic dark fantasy Lee presents a 

disturbing story of sexual obsession which explores the transformation that occurs when 

man is, in the words of classicist Jean-Pierre Vernant, ‚bewitched‛ by the ‚mask of Gorgo‛ 

only to find that it ‚represents in its grimace the terrifying horror of a radical otherness‛ that 

is revealed to be his own face.1 ‘The Gorgon’ explores several key issues, including the 

construction of female identity outside of expected ideals of beauty, the rendering of woman 

as ‘Other’ through disfiguration and disability, and the enduring fascination of the remote 

and emotionally unavailable Woman of Power. 

 

 

Elissavet Velli, Univesity of Durham: ‘Pretty Monstrous: Grotesque  Transgressive 

Women and Magic in Kelly Link’s Pretty Monster’ 

 

Kelly Link is an acclaimed short story writer whose work can be described as magical 

realism. In the collection Pretty Monsters (2008) she sets out to blend traditional fairytale and 

folklore with revamped, grotesque characters. With a strong sense of black humour, Link 

fashions female characters whose power extends over the worlds of magic as well as reality.  

Stories like ‘The Faery Handbag’ present us with a quirky grandmother who carries a man-

eating handbag. Others, like ‘The Wrong Grave’ feature a dead girl following her boyfriend 

around. Women in Pretty Monsters are goddesses, slaves, monsters, corpses, and yet always 

retain a measure of Otherness that entices the reader. 

 My paper will begin by looking at the title of the collection, which I believe manages 

to convey Link’s treatment of female characters in this book. Is the monsters’ ‘prettiness’ a 

way to soften their transgressive powers or a way to lull the reader into thinking they are 

harmless? Another issue I will discuss is how feminine monstrosity is allowed to surface in 

male-female relationships. Are the male characters there to suffocate, neutralise, and 

eliminate feminine otherness or to empower it? Do male characters engender monstrous 

behaviour and appearance in their female counterparts? My paper will also address the issue 

of narrative form in relation to Link’s monstrous female characters. I will discuss how the 

narrative is non-linear and fragmentary because the female characters are so elusive and, 

once created, hard to be coined. Finally, I will explore how magic and myth allow the darker 

side of femininity to emerge. 
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Tara-Monique Etherington, University of Exeter: ‘The Japanese Girl Vampire: Addressing 

Female Sexuality and Identity in Japanese Comics’ 

 

Particularly for female characters, the vampire has continued to represent and reflect issues 

surrounding sexuality, identity and forbidden desires in contemporary Western literature 

since it was popularised by Bram Stoker’s Dracula.  However, the vampire in Japanese 

comics (manga) is a hybrid creature representing a fusion of Western and Eastern morals and 

interpretations, which has received great appraisal from both Japanese and international 

audiences, but minimal acknowledgement from academics.  In our globalised world, it is 

important to acknowledge how cultures are rewriting foreign creations in their image and 

how these demonstrate the current status of cultural and global values.  This research 

intends to examine how Vampire Knight by Matsuri Hino addresses cultural and social issues 

surrounding female sexuality and identity in Japan via the female protagonist, Yuki, whose 

transformation from a normal schoolgirl into a vampire coincides with her sexual 

‚awakening‛ and her struggle to discover her true identity.  Using a combination of close 

readings and critical theories that cover cultural studies, gender/sexuality studies, feminism 

and psychoanalysis, this paper will also demonstrate that the themes surrounding female 

sexuality and identity in Vampire Knight are also applicable and relevant to Western 

audiences, whilst also giving a valuable insight into how Japanese cultural values are 

expressed and challenged through manga. 

 This paper will therefore conclude that the magical, mythical and monstrous vampire 

is still being reworked into Japanese literature with great impact and international relevance, 

to highlight and challenge issues surrounding female sexuality and identity, despite being 

expressed through a form of commercial entertainment. 
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To find out more about the PG CWWN please visit 
our website (www.pgcwwn.org), join our Facebook 
group (on.fb.me/pgcwwnfbook) and follow us on 

Twitter (@pgcwwn) 

                                                     

In association with Harper Collins publishers, the PG CWWN are marking 

the publication of the much anticipated sequel to Wolf Hall, Bring up the 

Bodies. We are pleased to announce that we have three Hilary Mantel novels 

to be won. One lucky winner shall receive copies of her latest novel, Bring 

Up the Bodies, its Man Booker Prize-winning  predecessor Wolf Hall,  as well 

as the widely acclaimed A Place of Greater Safety. To enter, just answer the 

following question correctly: 

 

 

WWiinn  tthhrreeee  HHiillaarryy  MMaanntteell  

nnoovveellss,,  iinncclluuddiinngg  tthhee  nneewwllyy  

rreelleeaasseedd  BBrriinngg  UUpp  tthhee  BBooddiieess,,  

tthhee  sseeqquueell  ttoo  WWoollff  HHaallll..  

HHIILLAARRYY  MMAANNTTEELL  

CCOOMMPPEETTIITTIIOONN  

 

Which Hilary Mantel novel was 

shortlisted for the Orange Prize in 2006?  

A) Beyond Black  

B) Wolf Hall  

C) A Place of Greater Safety  

Email you answer to info@pgcwwn.org with the words ‘Mantel Competition’ in 

the subject header. The competition shall close on 29th June 2012; the winner shall 

be notified via email on 6th July 2012. 
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